
COVID 

Hello, we have set an appointment for the Covid Test. When we get the 
confirmation for the date? 

IO FSV UK: Unfortunately, this question cannot be answered by the FSV 
International Office, as we are not in charge of processing it. If you refer to the 
appointment which was set up by the Rectorate of Charles University (for 
Erasmus+ and Erasmus+ ICM program students), please, contact 
erasmus@ruk.cuni.cz.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Hello, I don’t have understand one thing about the Covid test. Can I take the PCR 
test in Prague within 5 days from my arrive? 
IO FSV UK: It depends on which country you come from. If you come from the 
so-called “red” country, you may undergo the PCR test after your arrival. If 
you come from the so-called “dark red” country (higher risk), it is obliged to 
stay isolated for a period of 5 days and after you may take the PCR test.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
COURSES 
 
Good Morning everyone! I did request for validation, is it a problem? 
IO FSV UK: No, not at all.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Do a lot of courses have mandatory attendance? Just wondering since two courses 
I would like to take have lectures at the same time.  
IO FSV UK: It depends on the particular course. Please, talk to the professor of 
the relevant course. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Do you know the date that the faculty of science registration opens? 
IO FSV UK: The registration opens on 8th February.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

How do we get access to the moodle pages of the courses we have enrolled in? 

mailto:erasmus@ruk.cuni.cz


IO FSV UK: Please, look into SIS, syllabus of the course if not the professor 
usually sends the link before the first lesson. If you do not receive anything, 
email the professor and ask. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I enrolled in some courses on Saturday, but I am still in a waiting list for some of 
them. Courses start next week. If I have not yet been accepted for a particular 
course, can I still attend it even though I am still in a waiting list? 
IO FSV UK: Unfortunately not. But email the professor and explain the 
situation.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hello, I would like to ask if I can enroll for course Francouzstina? I am from 
Slovakia so lauguage won't be problem 

IO FSV UK: Please, email the professor and let us know if she agrees  but you 
cannot still register. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Could we also just drop out of a course during the semester? Because I registered 
for a Master Course - and I wanted to see if it's too advanced for me or not. 
IO FSV UK: For dropping or adding you have following two weeks until 28th 
February, 2021. Please try to decide during this time.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Do we need to setup our enrollment in any specific way for online courses, versus 
attendance in person? I wouldn't like to make a mistake! =) 

IO FSV UK: No, not needed.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
My enrollment page is still blank. Is this working as it should? 
IO FSV UK: It just means that you have not registered for any course yet. The 
course registration at FSV UK ends 28th February, 2021. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If I have done preliminary registration for a course, then I should be able to attend 
it? 
IO FSV UK: Yes, then you are all set to start the semester.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If I’m starting this semester online, and plan to arrive in Prague in march, is it 
possible to meet in person (if possible) for the classes that we now register for as 
«online»? 



IO FSV UK: It depends on the pandemic situation in the Czech Republic and 
the restrictions connected to it. Hopefully, later in the semester some courses 
may have a hybrid form (both online and face-to-face), thus you will have the 
opportunity to join the class on site. However, it is difficult to predict at this 
moment.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Are the Czech language courses (JLB102 for example), able to be taken by 
bachelor degree seeking students? I took JLB102 in the first semester but have yet 
to receive clarification by my professor on whether my grade will contribute to my 
overall % grade across all subjects. I was unsure when I received a letter grade 
rather than a specific %. 
IO FSV UK: Yes, all exchange students are welcome to sign for our Czech 
language courses.  
The grade will always be a letter grade. If you wish to get also the %, talk to the 
teacher.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
OTHER 
 

Hello, I was wondering, whether I need to get the confirmation of arrival as well 
even though I am now passing my second semester here ? 
IO FSV UK: Please, talk to your home university. There is no problem from the 
side of the Faculty of Social Sciences to confirm the start date of the second 
“summer” semester.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hello i am here from winter semester and want to extend for summer semester. I 
received email that need to meet you personal. Could you tell me more detail? 
IO FSV UK: IO coordinator will contact you and will schedule an appointment 
with you.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On my learning agreement I put a course that was approved by my home university 
but when I tried to register I found out that it wasn’t available for exchange students 
so I registered for another class. Do I have to do anything with Charles University 
to get approved in anyway or is it just a matter for my home University to 
re-approve my course choice for my learning agreement? 
IO FSV UK: Please, keep in mind that at least 51% of credits of your courses 
must be taken at the Faculty of Social Sciences. That is our condition and if 
you meet it, you will receive our approval. However, if you change/add/drop 



courses during the period of online course registration, and the final list is 
totally different from the original LA, there is no issue from our side. You 
need to receive the approval of your home university that they agree on.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Could you explain where exactly we can find the e-mail Adresse in SIS. I did not 
find it 
IO FSV UK: there is no faculty email address for our exchange students. But 
the professors are able to send you an email to SIS. Please find the emails in 
SIS - module Personal Data - Email. We suggest you check this SIS email box 
regularly.  
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Are all the rules for Ceepus and Erasmus students basically completely the same? 
Or we should take care about some differences? 
IO FSV UK: Contact your IO coordinator for all the detailed information. The 
differences may consist in scholarships/required credits/confirmation of stay. 
It should not apply to course registration.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 


